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Hachette Children's Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Ella the Rose Fairy, Daisy
Meadows, Georgie Ripper, The Petal Fairies have a very important job - together with their magic
petals they help to make sure that flowers grow and bloom in the human world. But after Jack Frost
sent his goblins to steal the magic petals in the hope they would help to grow flowers in his cold and
dreary ice castle, the petals have ended up scattered in the human world. Rachel and Kirsty must
help the Tia the Tulip Fairy, Pippa the Poppy Fairy, Louise the Lily Fairy, Charlotte the Sunflower
Fairy, Olivia the Orchid Fairy, Danielle the Daisy Fairy and Ella the Rose Fairy to find their magic
petals before the goblins get their hands on them. But this time Jack Frost has given the goblins a
wand to help them - he's determined to get those petals before the fairies do, whatever it takes! Jack
Frost is determined to get his hands on the final magic petal so he can grow some flowers in his ice
castle. But Rachel and Kirsty will do anything to rescue it for Ella the Rose Fairy first.
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It in one of the most popular publication. We have read through and that i am sure that i will likely to study again once more later on. I am just delighted to
tell you that this is actually the finest publication we have read through in my individual existence and might be he best pdf for actually.
-- Mr . Cloyd Schm idt II--  Mr . Cloyd Schm idt II

Merely no words and phrases to spell out. It is actually writter in basic words and phrases instead of di icult to understand. Your way of life span will
probably be enhance as soon as you complete reading this article ebook.
-- La ur en Q uitz on-- La ur en Q uitz on
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